FULL MOON
WREATH
1. Gather your supplies: an
embroidery hoop, wreath
hanger, string, white felt,
white construction paper,
spider webbing, bat wall
decals, a battery operated
string of lights, tape,
scissors, white paint, black
paint, a paintbrush, glue, a
sponge and black foam core.

2. Detach the two parts of
the embroidery ring.

3. Paint the outside ring
white. Paint the top part of
the embroidery hoop black.
Allow both pieces to dry
completely.

4. Using the smaller ring,
trace the outside of the
circle onto black foam core
and cut this out.

5. Tape the foam core circle
to the smaller embroidery
ring.

6. Using the batterypowered lights, strategically
tape them to the inside of
the foam core. The battery
pack should be closer to
the outside edge of the
embroidery hoop.

7. Locate the on and off
switches on the batterypowered lights, then cut
small squares through the
black foam core so that you
can easily turn the lights on
or off without needing to
deconstruct the wreath.

8. Add a thin layer of
webbing to the inside of
the foam core on top of the
lights.

9. Cut out a piece of
white felt fabric that is
the same size as the larger
embroidery ring, leaving
extra fabric at the edges.
Insert the smaller hoop into
the larger hoop, closing the
fabric tight.

10. Trim the extra fabric
around the edges.

11. Mix the black and white
paint until it is gray. Then,
sponge the gray paint onto
the felt in varying spots so
that it looks like a moon.

12. Cut out cloud shapes
from the white construction
paper.

13. Tape the remaining
spider webbing onto the
paper to create the clouds.

14. Tape or glue the clouds
onto the moon wreath.

15. Add a string loop to
the top, then place it onto
the wreath hanger. Add bat
decals using tape or glue.

16. When the sun goes down, turn the lights on inside your full moon wreath and prepare
to hear the werewolves howl. #HalloweenHills

